People of the Arctic
Learning Objectives
Students will…
• Appreciate the length of time that
the Inuit, as the original inhabitants,
have occupied Arctic North America and the role they have played
in maintaining Canada’s Arctic
sovereignty.
• Understand the difference
between voluntary migration,
subjugation, forced relocation and
self-government.
• Recognize different sources of information and their distinctive features.
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Introduction
Project the Indigenous Arctic Peoples map for the class to examine. (Students will already
be familiar with the map if they have completed the introductory lesson in this resource
package.) Discuss the location and diversity of indigenous communities in the Arctic.
Ask if they know how long Inuit have lived in North America. Ask if they are aware of the
relationship between Inuit and the Canadian government (past or present).
Inform students that they have the opportunity to test their knowledge by completing a
timeline-matching activity of events related to indigenous Arctic peoples. Distribute the
timeline-matching activity. Read the instructions and events together and provide a brief
explanation of the terms migration, subjugation, forced relocation and self-government.
Explain that these terms relate to experiences faced by Inuit that will be explored in the lesson.

• Assess information extracted
from primary, secondary and
tertiary sources.

Allow students 5-10 minutes to complete the activity. Briefly discuss choices, but do not
provide the answers. Students will revisit the timeline at the end of the lesson.

Time required

Development

Two 60-90 minute periods
Suggested Grade level
Secondary (Grades 9-12)
Materials
• Passage from Polar Imperative and
Canadians First, First Canadians
(Appendix A)
• Arctic Peoples Timeline (Appendix B)
• Timeline Matching Activity Sheet
(Appendix C)
Documents
• Inuit Relocatee Testimony
(Appendix D)
• List of families selected for relocation
in 1953 (Appendix E)
• List of families selected for relocation
in 1955 (Appendix F)
• Minutes of a meeting held 1953, to
discuss the transfer of certain Eskimo families from Northern Quebec
to Cornwallis and Ellesmere Islands.
(Appendix G)
• Press release, 1955 from the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources (Appendix H)
• Memorandum for the Director:
Eskimo Settlements at Resolute and
Craig Harbour, 1956 (Appendix I)

.../continued

Activity: Explaining the nature of various sources (inspired by Teaching about Geographical
Thinking, 2008, p.30)
Present students with the following geographical question: “How were Inuit affected by
the relocation to remote areas of the High Arctic in the 1950s?” Tell them that they are
going to examine documents from several time periods to form their answer. Divide the
class into small groups. Assign each group a document (there are 9 documents in total).
The documents represent various types of geographical information: primary, secondary
and tertiary (review as necessary). Ask each group to review their document, identify what
type of geographical information is presented and assess how useful this source would
be in answering the question. Invite students to examine the accuracy, precision and
reliability of the data sources. Encourage them to scrutinize the information found in these
sources and to think carefully about the interpretations made from the available evidence.
Ask each group to briefly present their findings to the class.
New perspective: Share the passage from Polar Imperative that describes the Inuit
Relocation Program of the 1950s (Appendix A) and the passage from Canadians First,
First Canadians by Mary Simon which outlines current education policy initiatives by the
National Committee on Inuit Education. The complete document can be found at
https://www.itk.ca/publication/national-strategy-inuit-education.

Conclusion
Ask students to return to the timeline-matching activity and make changes according
to any new information gleaned from the document activity (remind students to apply
the same level of scrutiny to information from present-day media reports and Google
searches.) Share the detailed Arctic Peoples Timeline (Appendix B) which includes
contemporary self-government initiatives by Inuit organizations and territories and the
leadership role they play in current Arctic sovereignty policy. Project the graphic organizer
that shows 10 Core Areas of Investment in education required to close the gaps in Inuit
education. Ask students to rate the importance of each on a scale of 1-10 and explain why
they feel that way. How are these priorities similar or different from their communities?
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• Press Release, 1951, Opening of the
Craig Harbour RCMP Detachment
(Appendix J)
• Memorandum for Mr. Stevenson,
Relocation of Eskimo Groups in the
High Arctic, 1960 (Appendix K)
• Map showing The High Arctic Relocation, 1953 and 1955
(Appendix L)
• Graphic Organizer: A National Strategy on Inuit Education, Core Areas
of Investment (Appendix M)
• Indigenous Arctic Peoples Map
(Appendix N)
Set-up
Teacher Backgrounder: Read the
passage from Polar Imperative to
understand the context of this lesson
in relation to the topic of Arctic sovereignty. Consult the Indigenous Arctic
Peoples Map, Timeline and the Glossary to equip yourself with the spatial
relationships, facts and vocabulary
used in the lesson. Make copies of the
timeline activity as necessary.
Optional: Many educators are finding
the practice of ‘front-loading’ and
‘flipped’ teaching to be very effective
as a way to make the most of class
time together. This could be attempted
with this lesson by making the passage
from Polar Imperative, Map, Timeline
and Glossary available to students
before the lesson activities. They
would be responsible for reading and
reviewing the material and come to
class ready to participate in activities
and discussions.
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How does this document reflect the changes in Inuit governance and their relationship
with the federal government? Ask students to record their final thoughts about future
Arctic sovereignty initiatives. It might be valuable to produce a question that could begin
with: “I wonder….”

Extend your geographic thinking
•• Canada Post would like to recognize the contributions of Inuit in Canada’s efforts to
preserve Arctic sovereignty with a new stamp. Draw the artwork for the stamp and write
an explanation (50 words or less) that demonstrates how your stamp illustrates Inuit as
“Canadians First, First Canadians”..
•• Visit Polar Lines: The Inuit Editorial Cartoon Exhibition for a visual gallery of political
cartoons that illustrate past and present relationships between Inuit and the Federal
Government of Canada.
Link: https://www.itk.ca/polar-lines/polar-lines-inuit-editorial-cartoon-exhibition
Annotation: Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (ITK) is the national Inuit organization in Canada,
representing four Inuit regions – Nunatsiavut (Labrador), Nunavik (northern Quebec),
Nunavut, and the Inuvialuit Settlement Region in the Northwest Territories. Inuit
Tapiriit Kanatami worked with Terry Mosher - Aislin - of the Montreal Gazette to create an
exhibition of editorial cartoons. The 100 cartoons are organized in 10 thematic panels, and
span 50 years of Canadian history.

Links to Canadian National Standards
for Geography
Essential element 6: The Uses of
Geography
• Influence of geographical features on
the evolution of significant historic
events and movements
• Local, regional, and world policies
and problems with spatial dimensions
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Appendix A: Passage from Polar Imperative and Canadian First, First
Canadians
Inuit Relocation (S. Grant, Polar Imperative)
In February 1953, the Advisory Committee on Northern Development was reactivated, with the secretariat
given specific instructions “to examine all defence projects and, wherever Canadian participation is considered
insufficient, to so advise the Deputy Minister” with the option to employ Inuit where possible. As a result,
plans were made to send five Inuit families to the Resolute air base from Fort Chimo, where they had previously
been employed at the wartime airfield. Seven other families from Port Harrison, Quebec, were to be resettled
on Ellesmere Island near a proposed radar site on Coburg Island, along with three families from Pond Inlet to
help them adapt to a completely new environment. Plans were abruptly changed after the RCAF at Resolute
sent notice that the Inuit would require separate quarters such as they were accustomed to at Chimo and that
neither the RCAF, the USAF nor the Canadian Weather Bureau was prepared to foot the bill. Instead the seven
Inuit families assigned from Port Harrison and three from Pond Inlet were divided between camps set up near
the Resolute air base and at Grise Fiord near the Craig Harbour police detachment. To ensure that they did not
become dependent on assistance while they adapted to the new environment, their camps were located several
miles from police posts.
Although other families were allowed to join the original relocated families in following years, the hardships
endured and the government’s refusal to allow them to return home led to a Royal Commission of Inquiry
in the 1990’s and eventually an award of compensation. Unlike the Russian government, which resettled
indigenous peoples on Arctic islands to assert sovereignty claims in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, the Canadian government made no attempt to provide housing or basic services at the time of transfer.
Coincidentally, the Canadian relocation took place within weeks of the evacuation of Greenland Inughuit families
from their homes near the Thule Air Base, a resettlement which was also later protested and for which reparations
were made (Grant, 2010, pp.320-321).
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Passage from Canadians First, First Canadians:
National Strategy on Inuit Education, 2011 (M. Simon, Canadians First, First Canadians)
“Do Inuit see themselves as Inuit first or as Canadians first? I have always thought those two
sentiments were one and the same. After all, during our many meetings with Inuit from countries
such as Denmark, the United States or Russia, we have always been Canadian Inuit.”
– Jose Kusugak (Simon, 2011, p.1)
As I travel through communities stretching from the Beaufort Delta to the Labrador coast the vast Arctic region that we call Inuit Nunangat – I am greeted by children full of curiosity
and dreams. More than any previous generation, they will need education systems that are
high-reaching if they are to participate in the unfolding prosperity of this country.
Yet the reality of Inuit education in Canada is that too many of our children are not
attending school, too few are graduating, and even some of our graduates are not equipped
with an education that fully meets the Canadian standard.
This is the greatest social policy challenge of our time. Some 56% of our population is
under the age of 25, so improving educational outcomes is imperative (Simon, 2011, p.3).
Inuit leaders have called for major reforms in education since the 1970’s. They have argued
that public education systems, with their origin in the residential school era, had to be
replaced with an Inuit-centred system based on Inuit history, culture and worldview.
Today, Inuit education in Canada is delivered by four separate public education systems,
operating across two provinces and two territories built from different historical contexts,
legislation, systems of governance, and accountability. The governments, school boards
and education councils responsible for delivering education are at varying stages in
transforming their education systems.
Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s 2008 Apology to former students of Indian Residential
Schools drew national attention to the destructive legacy of residential schools and, for
Inuit, opened the door to the creation of national goals. Inuit had already begun a process
to examine what was working in Inuit education in 2006, with the launch of an initiative
led by National Inuit leader Mary Simon, President of Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami (ITK). The
objective was for Inuit from all four regions of Inuit Nunangat to work together to define
a vision and desired outcomes for Inuit education through the development of a National
Strategy (Simon, 2011, p.67).
Inuit want education to be delivered by Inuit educators, through quality bilingual
programs based on Inuit-centred curriculum. The education system should inspire young
Inuit to stay in school longer and advance the process of restoring confidence lost during
the residential school experience. Success will mean equipping young Inuit with the skills
and knowledge they need to contribute to, and benefit from, the emerging economic and
civic opportunities in Canada’s northern regions. (Simon, 2011, p.69)
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Appendix B: Arctic Peoples Timeline
3000 BC – 1000 AD Migration of Palaeo-Eskimos originally from Siberia across the North American Arctic.
1100 -1250 AD

Thule Inuit move through what is now the Canadian Arctic from Alaska to northwest Green-		
land and eventually displace prior Eskimo populations.

1493

Papal Bulls of the Catholic Church signify that indigenous peoples have no rights to their lands.

1763

Royal Proclamation recognizes limited Indian rights to their lands and recognizes their right
to inhabit lands in unsettled British territory. The concept of limited or “usufructuary” title 		
later becomes the basis of aboriginal land claims settlements in Canada.

1857

The first Indian Act is passed by the British Colonial government. The Inuit are not included 		
in the act.

1869

The Indian Act comes into force.

1876

The first Canadian Indian Act is created and consolidates previous acts established by the
British. The Inuit are again not covered in the act.

1922

Canadian Government expeditions to the eastern Arctic resume on an annual basis and new 		
RCMP posts are built on Ellesmere, Devon, and Baffin Islands to provide evidence of
“effective occupation.”

1923

Following outbreaks of Inuit violence, two murder trials are held; one at Herschel Island in the		
western Arctic; and one at Pond Inlet on northern Baffin Island. This was considered critical to 		
show that Canada was able to enforce its laws and justice in the remote regions of the Arctic.

1953

U.S. government annexed land adjacent to the Thule Air Base in Greenland and 116 resident
Inughuit are evacuated to Qaanaaq 120 kilometres north. Since the relocation is in accordance with the 1951 defence agreement and has Danish approval, responsibility for the 		
move is attributed to Denmark.

1953-55

The Canadian government decides to relocate Inuit from northern Quebec to Resolute Bay
and Craig Harbour, partly for sovereignty reasons to establish an Inuit population in other-		
wise uninhabited lands.

1959

All indigenous people in the Northwest Territories, including the Inuit, have the right to vote 		
and elections to vote in.

1971

Alaska Native Land Claims settlement allows pipeline construction to go forward. The
agreement encourages Canadian Inuit to seek similar benefits. Unlike Canadian Indians, the 		
Inuit had never signed a treaty releasing ownership of their lands.

1975

The James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement is signed with the Cree and Inuit of northern 		
Quebec. It is the first aboriginal land claim agreement in Canada.

1977

The Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC) is created bringing together Inuit from Alaska, 		
Canada, Greenland and Siberia to advance their rights and protect the fragile environment. The
Official charter was approved in 1980.

1982

Canada’s Constitution Act of 1982, affirms the legitimacy of Aboriginal rights within the new 		
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
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1984

The Inuvialuit Agreement (IFA) is the first comprehensive land use settlement agreement 		
north of the 60th parallel.

1993

Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Act is signed May 25, followed by the passage in the 			
Canadian Parliament in June of both the Nunavut Act and the Nunavut Land Claims
Agreement Act. Both would require years of negotiating the implementation of the terms.

1999

On April 1, Nunavut officially becomes Canada’s third territory, with a duly elected
territorial government. Other forms of Inuit self-government within the NWT, Northern
Quebec, and NFLD and Labrador have since been negotiated.
from: polar imperative, by shelagh grant
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Appendix C: Timeline Matching Activity
1. Write the letter of the event beside the date that corresponds to it.
2. Identify each event as an example of migration, subjugation, forced relocation or self-government.

Date

3000 BC –
1000 AD

1100-1250 AD

1493

1923

1953-55

1999

A-F

Event

Type

A. Following outbreaks of Inuit violence, two
murder trials are held; one at Herschel Island
in the western Arctic; and one at Pond Inlet on
northern Baffin Island. This was considered
critical to show that Canada was able to enforce
its laws and justice in the remote regions of
the Arctic.

B. Thule Inuit move through what is
now the Canadian Arctic from Alaska to
northwest Greenland and eventually displace
prior Eskimo populations.

C. On April 1, Nunavut officially becomes
Canada’s third territory, with a duly elected territorial government.

D. Papal Bulls of the Catholic Church signify
that indigenous peoples have no rights to
their lands.

E. Migration of Palaeo-Eskimos originally from
Siberia across the North American Arctic.

F. The Canadian government decides to relocate
Inuit from northern Quebec to Resolute Bay and
Craig Harbour, partly for sovereignty reasons
to establish an Inuit population in otherwise
uninhabited lands.
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Appendix D: Excerpts from Out in the Cold: The Legacy of Canada’s
Inuit Relocation Experiment in the High Arctic.
Testimony of Inuit Relocatees before a Parliamentary Standing Committee on Aboriginal
Affairs, 1990

Idea of Relocation:
John Amagoalik: “[My parents] first reaction was no we cannot leave our home, we cannot
leave our families. We just cannot agree to this. The RCMP went away but they came back,
they came two or three times as I remember and they were very, very persistent…Now you
must also remember, understand that in 1953 the white man was viewed almost as a God
by our people. They were feared. I mean we were afraid of them. We were afraid to say no
to anything they wanted” (Canada, 1990).
The division of families made a lasting impression on John Amagoalik:
“When we got near [Craig Harbour] the RCMP came to us and they told us: half of you
have to get off here. And we just went into a panic because they had promised that they
would not separate us…I remember we were all on the deck of the ship, the C.D. HOWE,
and all the women started to cry. And when women start to cry, the dogs join in. It was
eerie. We were dumped on the beach – and I mean literally dumped on the beach”
(Canada, 1990).

Environmental Conditions:
Officials have maintained that the Inuit were told in advance what the conditions in the
High Arctic were going to be like. But the high mountains behind Grise Fiord, the darkperiod and colder temperatures clearly came as a shock (Marcus, 1992, p.27).
“I assumed that the far north had the same terrain as the Inukjuak area. It turned out that
the land was not the same, and the sun behaved differently at those latitudes…It got darker
and eventually disappeared for good in November…We couldn’t get used to the neverending darkness” (Elijah Nutaraq, 1989).
Finding sources of drinking water at Grise Fiord and Resolute Bay became an initial
difficulty for the relocatees. Inukjuak is in a region where streams, rivers and lakes provide
drinking water all year round. Land-sited water is more difficult to obtain in the Grise
Fiord and Resolute Bay areas, and the families had to obtain fresh water from ice floating
in the sea.
Elijah Nutaraq (1989) recalled that Grise Fiord “did not have much greenery, and there
were no lakes or rivers to draw water from. We had to get ice from icebergs for drinking
water”. The annual precipitation at Grise Fiord and Resolute Bay averages only 5.28 inches,
while at Inukjuak the average is over twice as much at 13.60 inches. As Elijah Nutaraq
observed: “We used to come across the same polar bear tracks that we had seen the year
before, looking just as new as the day they were made” (Marcus, 1992, p.27).
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Food/Diet:
In Inukjuak the Inuit had a diverse diet consisting of three types of seal, three main fishes
including whitefish, Arctic Char and trout, walrus, white whales and some caribou. They
hunted Canadian and blue geese, ducks, sea pigeons, gulls, terns and gathered eggs and
berries. But at Grise Fiord and Resolute Bay there were few birds or caribou or fish; instead
their diet was restricted to mainly seals, walrus and polar bear.
The High Arctic Archipelago was within the Arctic Islands Preserve, created in 1926,
and special game regulations applied. Accordingly, the RCMP forbade the Inuit to hunt
musk-ox, and strictly regulated the killing of caribou (Marcus, 1992, p.28). “There were a
lot of musk-oxen, but we were forbidden to kill them” (Elijah Nutaraq, 1989).
Martha Flaherty (1986) remembers that her father “…used to go hunting in -40 degree to
-60 degree weather in the dark for days at times without eating…I don’t think I even had
a childhood between the ages of 7 to 12 because I had to hunt with my father for food, in
very cold weather, with absolutely no daylight…Sometimes I used to cry knowing how cold
it was going to be, but then my father would just say, ‘Do you want us to starve?’”.
John Amagoalik remembered “being very excited when any military airplane arrived at
Resolute, because we knew that the people on those airplanes had box lunches, food. We
used to rush to the dump five miles away in the middle of winter to go to the dump and get
those boxes of half-finished sandwiches” (Canada, 1990).
Lizzie Amagoalik (1989) agreed that they “…were always hungry. We had to look through
the white man’s garbage for food for our children. We had to take clothes that had been
thrown away, for our children. When the policemen found out that we were living off
their garbage, they got very angry at us and told us to stop. We asked, “How are we going
to eat?”

Housing:
The snow conditions surprised the officers and the cold caused hardship for the families.
“We had to live in tents all winter because there was not enough snow to build a snow
house. I remember waking up every morning rolled up like a ball because it was so
cold!”(Elijah Nutaraq, 1989).

Reference:
Marcus, A. Out in the Cold: The Legacy of Canada’s Inuit Relocation Experiment in the
High Arctic. International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA), Document 71,
Copenhagen 1992.
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Minutes of meeting held 1953
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Press Release 1955
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Memorandum
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Press Release 1951
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Memorandum for Mr. Stevenson
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Subdivision according to language families
Na'Dene family
Athabaskan branch
Eyak branch
Tlingit branch
Haida branch
Penutan family
Macro-Algonkian family
Algonkian branch
Wakasha branch
Salish branch
Macro-Sioux family
Sioux branch
Iroquois branch
Indo-European family
Germanic branch

Eskimo-Aleut family
Inuit group of Eskimo branch
Yupik group of Eskimo branch
Aleut group
Uralic-Yukagiran family
Finno-Ugric branch
Samodic branch
Yukagiran branch
Altaic family
Turkic branch

Notes:
For the USA, only peoples in the State of Alaska are shown. For the Russian
Federation, only peoples of the North, Siberia and Far East are shown.
Majority populations of independent states are not shown, not even when
they form minorities in adjacent countries (e.g. Finns in Norway).
Areas show colours according to the original languages of the respective
indigenous peoples, even if they do not speak these languages today.
Overlapping populations are not shown. The map does not claim to show
exact boundaries between the individual groups.
In the Russian Federation, indigenous peoples have a special status only when
numbering less than 50,000. Names of larger indigenous peoples are written
in green.

Mongolic branch
Tunguso-Manchurian branch
Chukotko-Kamchatkan family
Ket (isolated language)
Nivkh (isolated language)
Ainu (isolated language)
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